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Executive Summary

 

This report presents the findings of market research undertaken in May 2011 to assess the market for fresh

avocados in Hong Kong. The purpose of this market research is to assist Australian exporters to better

understand market players and their requirements. We envisage that the Australian avocado industry

might use these findings to assess the opportunities and challenges of exporting avocados to Hong Kong.

Research findings are based on desktop research and face to face interviews conducted with members of

the fresh produce supply chain in Hong Kong. Market intelligence was also gathered from observations of

retail and wholesale sectors. Fourteen interviews were conducted with representatives from import, retail

and food service companies in Hong Kong. Visits to supermarkets, department stores, wet markets and

wholesale centres were also carried out.

Although avocados are not part of the traditional Chinese diet, consumption is increasing. In 2010, close to

2000 tonnes were imported from Mexico, United States, South Africa and Australia. This is an increase of

around 1000 tonnes (105%) from 2008. Supply from Australia has also increased steadily with exports to

Hong Kong climbing from 140 tonnes in 2007 to 311 tonnes in 2010, an increase of 170 tonnes (120%) over

the three year period.

Importer distributors operating in Hong Kong trade predominately in smaller sized Hass avocados (count

28–30 packed in 5 kg cartons) sourced in air and sea freight consignments. Anecdotal evidence indicates

that importer distributors purchase avocados priced at HKD200–260 per carton depending on volumes

purchased and country or origin. Wholesalers mark up avocados by approximately 25–30% before sale to

their customers.

Coliman (supplied by Mexico), Natures Partner (supplied by United States) and Katope (supplied by South

Africa) were the major competing avocado brands identified in Hong Kong. Of these, Coliman was the

dominant brand identified in the marketplace.

Avocados are sold predominately in mid upper tier retail supermarkets and department stores. Low end

retail outlets and retail vendors at wet markets do not usually sell avocados. In retail stores, avocados are

typically displayed loose in aisle displays or in refrigerated cabinets, with labelling detailing country of

origin. Avocados sell at retail for HKD10–13 per unit at most mid and upper tier stores.

The market is dominated by one large importer distributor, handling between 80–90% of imported

avocados. This commercial player is the only company in Hong Kong with the capability to store, ripen and

distribute large volumes of avocados. The company distributes avocados into wholesale, retail and food

service sectors.

This importer distributor is the principal supplier of avocados into the retail sector. Major supermarket

retailers rely heavily upon this distributor for the ripening and distribution of their avocados. Leading retail

chains, ParknShop and Wellcome, have also sourced avocado consignments direct from exporters or

consolidators, but prefer to source product through locally based distributors.

There are a number of other distributers operating in Hong Kong handling small volumes of avocados. They

currently supply product predominately into the food service sector. These distributors usually source

product from the wholesale market and do not commonly import avocados direct from overseas suppliers.

Their main clientele are food service businesses.

The research concludes that even though avocados are not part of the typical Chinese diet, consumption is

slowly gaining momentum. Australia is well placed to tap into this shift in consumption and gain a greater

share in the Hong Kong market. It produces the Hass variety preferred by all in the value chain, Australian

product is considered good quality and it is geographically closer to the market than competing markets.

However, significant challenges still exist. Countries like Mexico and South Africa have lower production

costs than Australia and are able to market aggressively to maintain and gain further market share. The

high Australia dollar is also impacting on landed prices. Furthermore, relationships along the supply chain

are still in their early stages and loyalties can be easily shifted, therefore it is paramount that existing

business relationships be strengthened.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Project background

In April 2010, the Global Markets Initiative (GMI) commenced a new avocado export development project

in collaboration with a commercial avocado exporter and the Australian avocado industry.

The purpose of the Avocado Export Development Project is to improve the capacity and competitiveness of

Australian avocado export chains through improving knowledge and skills of chain members—from grower

to retailer—in managing avocado quality.

The primary project objectives relevant to the Hong Kong market were to:

 undertake market research to identify opportunities and market requirements for Australian avocados

 undertake market development and supply chain facilitation activities to build and expand

competitiveness and export opportunities for Australian avocados.

1.2 Market research objectives

The market research aimed to:

 highlight import and consumption trends of fresh avocados in Hong Kong

 identify key market segments using avocados in Hong Kong

 secure critical intelligence on competitors, product availability and product marketing

1.3 Methodology

Information for this report was collected from both primary and secondary sources.

1.3.1 Secondary sources

Preliminary desktop research was conducted as background information to identify trends in import and

consumption and key market segments and businesses using avocados. Sources included the Australian

Bureau of Statistics Foreign Trade and Hong Kong Trade Statistics Office.

1.3.2 Primary sources

Field research took place over 8 days during May 2011. Market intelligence was gathered by conducting

selected face to face interviews with importers, wholesalers, retailers and food service businesses in Hong

Kong and through general observations of the market and consumer purchases. Some consumers were also

engaged at the point of purchase during retail visits.

The purpose of the interviews was to gather market intelligence that the Australian avocado industry could

use to increase avocado exports to Hong Kong. The interviews aimed to gain a better understanding of the

current avocado market in Hong Kong and to better understand the attitudes of buyers towards Australian

avocados. Questionnaires were developed to assist with this process, see appendix 1, pp 42 45.

During the market visit, project team members conducted 14 interviews with commercial companies

including importers/distributors, retailers and food service operators in Hong Kong. Information was also

gathered from market observations at wholesale markets and retail outlets, which included interception

with consumers on an ad hoc basis. Information was collected to understand:

 product demand

 product requirements and preferences

 business logistics including transportation, storage and ripening capabilities

 the perception of Australian avocados.
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1.4 Limitations

The information and data presented in this report should be used as a guide only. The information provided

is based on the accuracy of data available in the public domain and data supplied from interviewees in

Hong Kong. Information provided by interviewees only represents a portion of the wholesale, retail and

food service sectors within Hong Kong, as only selected interviews were conducted.

The market research activities were conducted across a short time frame and time limitations also

restricted the depth of information obtained in some interviews. Finally, during face to face interviews,

some respondents were unable to answer all questions, so there may be some gaps in the information

collected.
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2.0 Hong Kong – Avocado market

Table 1 – Hong Kong snapshot

Major areas Hong Kong Island; Kowloon

Peninsula and New Territories

Head of Gov Chief Executive Donald Tsang

Surface area: 1104 sq km

Official languages Chinese (Cantonese) and English

Population 7.1 million (2009)

Currency Hong Kong Dollar (HKD)

Exchange rate AUD $1 = HKD $8.1 (May 2011)

2.1 Avocado imports

Avocados are imported by Hong Kong’s major fresh

produce importers and distributed into wholesale, retail

and food service sectors in Hong Kong. A portion of

imported avocados are also re exported to mainland

China and Macao.

At present, only Mexican avocados have direct access into

China. With imported avocados supplied from Australia,

New Zealand and South Africa, product enters mainland

China via the un official grey channel.

Total imports of avocados into Hong Kong totalled over

1950 tonnes in 2010, with product coming from Mexico,

USA, South Africa and Australia. This is an increase of

around 1000 tonnes (105%) since 2008.

Recent growth in Hong Kong’s avocado imports has been

fuelled by significant growth in the supermarket and food

service sectors in both Hong Kong and China. Figure 1

illustrates the major countries who have supplied

avocados to Hong Kong in recent years.

Figure 1 – Major suppliers of avocados to Hong Kong by volume (2004–2010)
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Source: MT10022 (Export Market Intelligence project) – ABS data, HAL analysis.

2.2 Market share of countries supplying avocados to Hong Kong

Mexico and South Africa have both held a dominant share of Hong Kong’s avocado market over the past

five years (2005–2010). Other major suppliers during this period include United States and Australia and in

recent seasons (2009–10) New Zealand and Chile.

In 2010, South Africa overtook Mexico as the leading supplier of fresh avocados to Hong Kong, supplying

692 tonnes (over 35% of the market). Other major suppliers to the market in 2010 included Australia
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(supplying 16%), Chile (supplying 14%), United States (supplying 13%) and to a lesser extent New Zealand

(supplying 1%). Notably, South Africa and Chile grew their market share significantly between 2009 and

2010, increasing their supply by 335 tonnes (94%) and 165 tonnes (155%) respectively.

In recent years, supply from Australia has also increased with exports to Hong Kong climbing from 140

tonnes in 2007 to 311 tonnes in 2010, an increase of 170 tonnes (120%) over the three year period. Figure

2 illustrates the market share of countries supplying avocados to Hong Kong in 2010.

Figure 2 – Market share of major country suppliers to Hong Kong in 2010
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2.3 Seasonality of avocado supply

In recent years, South Africa, Mexico, Chile, Australia and the United States have consistently been key

suppliers of avocados to Hong Kong. Small volumes have also been supplied by Colombia, Netherlands,

Philippines and Israel during periods of limited supply.

In 2009 and 2010 seasons, peak supply from Mexico has been during the September to May period, with a

gap in supply during the months of June and July. Typically, this mid year period (June–July) is when supply

from Australia increases significantly. The South African avocado season supplies from mid March to

September. Peak supply from Australia extends from April to December.

In 2010, South Africa and the United States were also consistent suppliers during this period. Figures 3 and

4 illustrate the monthly supply of avocados by major country suppliers in recent years.
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Figure 3 – Monthly imports of avocado by major country suppliers (January 2009 to December 2009)
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Figure 4 – Monthly imports of avocado by major country suppliers (January 2010 to December 2010)
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3.0 Market research findings

3.1 Supply chain findings – Importer distributors and wholesalers

During the market research visit interviews were held with leading importer distributors of avocados in

Hong Kong. Representatives from each of these businesses provided insight into their business operations,

capabilities and buying requirements for fresh avocados. A summary of their feedback is reported below.

3.1.1 Snapshot

There are a number of fresh produce importer distributors handling avocados in Hong Kong, however very

few have the capability to store, ripen and distribute large volumes of avocados. One large import business

currently dominates avocado import and distribution. It is estimated that this company is handling between

80–90% of imported avocados in Hong Kong.

Hong Kong’s major wholesale centres, including Yau Mau Tei fresh fruit market (Kowloon) and the Western

Wholesale Market (Hong Kong Island) are also trading hubs for avocado. A number of smaller importer

distributors and wholesalers handling avocados operate out of Hong Kong’s wholesale markets. Lack of

infrastructure and the inability to store large volumes of produce are key limitations of these operators.

Importer distributors and wholesalers based at these markets typically operate from very small trading

floors of around 55 square metres, which includes cold storage facilities.

3.1.2 Procurement and distribution

The major importer distributors are trading avocados mainly from South Africa, Mexico, Chile and Australia.

The percentage sourced from each of these countries is largely dependent on the seasonality of major

markets of supply and price, and is not consistent throughout the season.

Hass is the major variety being imported into the market. Importer distributors predominately import

and/or distribute Hass avocados packaged in 5 kg single layer cartons. Importers indicated that Shepard

avocados are still imported in small quantities to fill supply gaps during periods when supply of Hass is low.

Australian avocados are typically freighted via air to Hong Kong in full or consolidated air freight

consignments while other suppliers (Mexico, Chile, Peru and South Africa) typically freight consignments via

sea.

Importers indicated that the volume of avocados purchased each week is relatively consistent throughout

the year and the price of avocados remains relatively stable throughout the season. They currently

purchase avocados between 200–260 HKD/5 kg carton (depending on volumes purchased, supply

availability and country of origin) and mark up product by approximately 25–30% for sale to their

customers.

One importer indicated that countries such as Mexico, Chile, Peru and South Africa supply avocados of

comparable quality to Australian avocados at a lower cost. In contrast, feedback from other importers

suggests that Australian avocados are superior in quality. In the psat these importers have experienced

issues with vascular browning in Mexican avocados purchased from the wholesale market.

While most importers supply into both retail and food service sectors of the market, the dominant avocado

player is the key supplier of avocados to the major supermarket retailers in Hong Kong, with 30% of their

avocado sales directed to retail customers. The other players focus their avocado distribution towards

independent retailers and the food service sector with over 80% of their avocado sales directed to

restaurant and hotel customers.

Key findings from importer distributors engaged:

 The dominant avocado importer distributor in the market is a strong supporter of Mexican and

Australian avocados. The majority of their avocado supply is imported direct via air freight and sea

freight. Smaller volumes of supply are also sourced from South Africa, Chile, Peru and Kenya

predominately in periods when supply from Mexico and Australia is limited. As the dominant importer

and distributor of avocados in the market, this company is supplying avocados to major supermarket

chains as well as food service businesses (catering businesses, hotels and restaurants) in Hong Kong,
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This importer is supplying avocados to their customers at a relatively fixed price all year round. They

currently source regular air freight shipments of Australian avocados at approximately 210 HKD/5 kg

carton (count 30)—approximately $26 AUD/5 kg carton. They currently wholesale hard green

Australian avocados at $260 HKD/5 kg tray—approximately $32 AUD/5 kg carton (approximately 25%

mark up). Conditioned fruit is generally marked up by 30%.

 Other importers source avocado supply from Hong Kong’s wholesale markets or alternatively in

consolidated shipments from their export partners. They are currently each sourcing between 30 100

cartons per week predominately from the Yau Ma Tei Wholesale Market for supply to their retail and

food service customers. These companies purchase avocados already semi conditioned for distribution

predominately to hotels and restaurants. They are currently buying conditioned Mexican Hass

avocados at 220 HKD/5 kg tray (count 30). If conditioned fruit is unavailable, they can expect to

purchase cartons at 20–30 HKD less.

3.1.3 Product requirements and preferences – variety, ripeness, size, quality and packaging

Key findings from importer distributors:

 Hass is the major variety imported into Hong Kong and is preferred by importers as it is well known and

more widely accepted in the market. According to one importer, “Hass is the only acceptable variety in

Hong Kong and consumers will not purchase green skin varieties such as Shepard and Fuerte”.

Feedback from retail customers suggests Hass avocados are preferred by consumers largely because it

is easier to determine ‘level of ripeness’ with the Hass variety as opposed to green skin varieties.

Nonetheless, importers indicated that Shepard avocados are still imported in small quantities to fill

supply gaps during periods when supply of Hass is low.

 The dominant importer prefers avocado consignments to arrive from their suppliers in stage one or two

of ripeness (hard green). Hard green fruit has been their preference as it enables companies to

distribute avocados at this stage or manage ripening according to their individual customer

requirements. This Importer indicated that the general preference among their retail customers is for

hard green avocados, while for their food service customers, there is a preference for semi conditioned

or ready to eat fruit.

Hard green fruit is preferred by most retail chains as avocado rotation is generally slow and therefore

purchasing hard green product reduces the risk of retailers having large volumes of shrinkage. In

contrast, other importer distributors which supply avocados predominately to food service operators,

prefer to source their avocados preconditioned as they do not have sufficient capacity to store and

ripen avocados effectively. These distributors supply avocados predominately to hotels and restaurants

which require semi conditioned or ready to eat product.

 Importer distributors indicated that there is a preference for smaller sized avocados (count 28–30) in

Hong Kong. Importers mentioned that smaller fruit is well accepted by retailers and consumers in the

market and sell well.

 Importer distributors stated that avocados packaged in 5 kg single layer cartons are preferred. There is

currently no demand for 10 kg bulk cartons amongst retail and food service customers. Wing Kee has

no interest in pre packing avocados for their retail customers. They indicated that some supermarkets

are preparing their own pre packs in store including conditioned packs and mixed packs (hard green

avocados along with and ready to eat product).

 Importer distributors indicated that quality specifications are dictated more so by the requirements of

retail customers than by food service customers. The dominant avocado importer mentioned that

external appearance is very important to retail customers as most consumers appreciate ‘clean looking

fruit’. Despite this, the importer is willing to accept product with some skin blemishes such as skin

spotting and scarring, as long as it is not excessive.
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3.1.4 Logistics – storage capacity, product handling, ripening and transportation

Key findings from importer distributors:

 All importers had storage facilities of varying quality and capacity. Three importers operate out of their

own central distribution facility (located in Hong Kong’s industrial districts) which they use for storing

and distributing avocados to their customers.

 Only one importer distributor has the ability to store, ripen and distribute large volumes of avocados.

This company’s distribution centre houses 10 cold rooms of varying sizes with a total storage capacity

of approximately eight 20–foot container loads. One of these cold rooms has recently been purpose

built for the storage of avocados. Their larger cold rooms are approximately 5 x 6 metres while their

smaller cold rooms are approximately 3 x 4 metres. They are the only importer distributor with a

ripening room using an ethylene generator.

 Two importers operate out of distribution centres equipped to handle dry, chilled and frozen products.

These companies each have a cold storage capacity of approximately one 40–foot container load

dedicated to fresh produce categories. Given their limited storage capacity, it is common practice for

these importers to hold their avocados in cold rooms with other fruit and vegetable products that

require much cooler temperatures to prevent rapid deterioration. Ripening of avocados by these two

businesses is predominately managed by temperature—usually at ambient temperature (25–30° C).

Alternatively, avocados are sourced semi conditioned (stage four or five of ripeness) to avoid the need

to ripen product in house.

 Another importer operates from 12 stall sections at the Western Wholesale Market and has a total of

12 cold rooms—one per stall. Each cold room is approximately 4 x 4 metres. This importer does not

have sufficient storage capacity to store and ripen avocados independent of other fresh produce

categories and therefore generally purchase their avocados semi conditioned (stage four or five of

ripeness).

 Due to limited storage capacity and the constant need for storage space, importer distributors

indicated that they store avocados for less than seven days before dispatch to their customers. Upon

receiving orders, all importers cold stored avocados at 1–5°C prior to ripening. Avocados are rarely

stored at the importer’s distribution centres for more than one or two days. In some instances avocado

orders are delivered to their customers direct from the airport or shipping port—particularly for food

service customers based in Macau and mainland China.

 Transportation and delivery of avocados to customers situated throughout Hong Kong districts is

handled by truck. Avocado orders are predominately distributed to these customers in consolidated

fresh produce loads. Each importer owns a fleet of trucks ranging from 5.5 tonne to 24 tonne capacity,

many of which are refrigerated. For the dominant market player, distribution of avocados to customers

in mainland China and Macau is carried out via sea to major ports where product is collected by their

customers.

3.1.5 Marketing – branding and promotion

At present, importer distributors are not highly active in conducting promotional activities for fresh

produce categories. All importers expressed interest in receiving marketing support from suppliers to

better assist their retail customers in promoting the category.

Importer distributors indicated that point of sale educational and promotional material such as recipe

brochures and posters detailing health information are useful resources in promoting brand awareness and

particularly useful in informing Chinese consumers about avocados. According to import companies

interviewed, in store demonstrations are the most effective method of driving sales in the retail market.
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3.2 Supply chain findings – Retailers

During the research, interviews were held with retailers in Hong Kong. Representatives from a range of

retail businesses provided insight into their business operations, capabilities and buying requirements for

fresh avocados. A summary of their feedback is reported below.

3.2.1 Snapshot

There are a diverse range of retailers handling fresh produce in Hong Kong including wet market retailers,

hawker vendors, supermarkets, department stores and convenience stores, however avocados are only

available in mid high end supermarkets and department stores. Low end supermarket retail outlets,

convenience stores and retail vendors at wet markets do not sell avocados.

More recently supermarkets and department store chains in Hong Kong are stocking a broader range of

fresh produce items (including avocados in mid high end outlets). These retailers target younger and better

educated consumers with a range of store formats including basic supermarkets, superstores and specialty

stores.

Avocados are available predominately in mid high end retail supermarkets and department stores which

attract a higher proportion of expatriates and affluent cliental. Expatriates and middle to high income

Chinese are main consumers of avocados at these outlets.

There are two major supermarket retail chains which dominate Hong Kong’s retail supermarket sector:

ParknShop (including Great, Taste, Fusion and ParknShop International) and Wellcome (including Three

Sixty, Oliver’s and Jason’s). ParknShop and Wellcome chains have similar supermarket formats that

compete directly with each other.

ParknShop and Wellcome supermarkets are of varying size and target low, medium and high end consumer

segments with different store formats. Their low end stores carry basic produce lines but do not sell

avocados. These stores are generally smaller in size. Medium and high end stores carry a diverse range of

international brands (European, Japanese, South East Asian, Australian and American products) and

imported fresh produce. Avocados are usually available at these outlets.

Other smaller retail chains handling a diverse range of fresh produce including avocados are City’Super

supermarket and Jusco and Sogo department stores. In recent years, there has been some development of

smaller retail chains such as Jusco and City’Super but these chains are not yet a competitive threat to

ParknShop and Wellcome.

CR Vanguard, DCH Foodmart and Bit Supermarket are other smaller supermarket retailers in Hong Kong—

these chains stock a limited range of fresh produce. They target low end demographics and do not

currently retail avocados. Table 2 illustrates the major retail chains in Hong Kong and their capacity.

Table 2 – Profiles of leading supermarket chains in Hong Kong

Name of

retailer

Ownership Estimated

annual

food sales

Branded chains Target market –

demographics

Estimated

number

of outlets

Product categories

available

Wellcome

supermarkets and

superstores

Low mid tiers 273

Three Sixty Upper tier 2

Oliver’s Upper tier 1

Wellcome Hong Kong

Jardine Matheson Holdings

Co & subsidiary Dairy Farm

Co Ltd

US $1B

Jason’s –

Marketplace

Mid upper tier 4

Food, beverage,

fresh produce and

grocery items

ParknShop Hong Kong US $1B ParknShop Low mid tiers 246

Food, beverage,

fresh produce and
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supermarkets and

superstores

Great Food Hall Upper tier 1

Fusion Mid upper tier 1

Taste Mid upper tier 3

Hutchison Whampoa Ltd &

subsidiary AS Watson Co Ltd

ParknShop

International

Mid tier 7

grocery items

CR Vanguard shops Low tier 96CR Vanguard China

China Resources Holdings Co

N/A

Vole supermarket Mid tier 1

Food, beverage,

staple fresh

produce items

DCH Foodmart Hong Kong

Dah Chong Hong Holdings

N/A DCH Foodmart

stores

Low tier 80

Food, beverage,

staple fresh

produce items

Jusco Japan

Aeon Co Ltd

US $250M Jusco supermarkets

and department

stores

Mid tier 9

Food, beverage,

fresh produce,

grocery, clothing

and household

items

City’Super Hong Kong

City’Super HK Ltd

N/A City’Super

supermarkets

Upper tier 4

Food, beverage,

fresh produce and

grocery items

Sogo Japan

Lifestyle Int Holdings Ltd

N/A Sogo department

store

Mid tier 2

Food, beverage,

fresh produce,

grocery, clothing

and household

items

Source: Food and Agribusiness Trade & Investment Queensland (Market research interviews)

3.2.2 Procurement and sales performance

The retail chains interviewed purchase the bulk of their avocado supply through one major importer

distributor. ParknShop and Jusco are two retailers with some experience in importing avocados direct from

exporters. Hass is the main variety being purchased by retailers.

The weekly volume of cartons purchased by these retail chains is relatively consistent throughout the year.

Retailers indicated that they have no control over the origin of avocados supplied by the importer

distributor and therefore stock whatever is available from their primary supplier. Retailers indicated that

avocados are a non price sensitive item and the retail price of avocados remains relatively stable

throughout the year (around HKD 12 13).

3.2.3 Product requirements and preferences – variety, ripeness, size, quality and packaging

The major retail chains indicated that the general preference is for small sized fruit (count 28–30) packaged

in 5 kg cartons. Smaller sized fruit is preferred by these retailers as they sell well. Smaller volumes of large

sized fruit (count 18–20) are sourced by some retailers including Three Sixty and Great.

Hass is the preferred variety. Shepard avocados are sourced in small volumes only when Hass is in low

supply. Because it is difficult for customers to determine when Shepard avocados are ready to eat, they do

not sell well, and are not the preferred variety.
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The majority of mid high end chains in Hong Kong prefer avocados to arrive from their supplier hard green

or rubbery green (stages one or two of ripeness). Hard green avocados are preferred by these chains as

product rotation with the avocado category is generally quite slow and therefore purchasing hard green

fruit reduces the risk of high volumes of wastage. High end retailers such as Great and City Super are

beginning to handle ripened fruit successfully.

All retailers interviewed indicated that blemish free fruit was the preference but that retail managers from

individual stores are reasonably lenient regarding quality issues that affect the appearance of the fruit.

3.2.4 Logistics – storage capacity, product handling, ripening and transportation

Key findings from retailers:

 Dominant retail chains have excellent storage capability with large, modern distribution centres.

Avocado orders sourced from suppliers are delivered direct to these centres and redistributed

according to their respective retail outlets. These retailers are reliant on the suppliers to ripen fruit as

they do not have their own ripening facilities. These retailers each have their own fleet of refrigerated

trucks which are used to deliver fresh produce to their individual store locations.

 Smaller retail chains do not currently have central distribution centres and rely on their suppliers to

deliver food and fresh produce orders direct to their individual store locations.

3.2.5 Consumption and use

Key findings from retailers:

 Avocado sales continue to be hindered by the Chinese name for avocados. In Chinese they are referred

to as ‘butter fruit’ which consumers associate as being high in fat.

 Avocados are not an impulse purchase item. There is a relatively small portion of consumers in Hong

Kong, generally western consumers, who purchase avocados regularly. Outside of these consumers,

avocados are not commonly used in meals and are generally only used for entertaining guests during

gatherings. Chinese consumers do not eat avocados every day.

 Avocados are not overly popular with Chinese consumers. Chinese consumers eat avocado usually

while dining out but they are not familiar with how to use it in cooking at home so they do not

purchase it often. The younger generation of Chinese consumers often taste it but don't buy it.

 The texture of avocados is soft and mushy and is difficult to integrate well with Chinese cooking. For

example, avocados cannot be used in stir fry dishes and it is not easy to incorporate avocado into rice

dishes. For this reason it is difficult to drive avocado sales with Chinese consumers.

 Consumers in Hong Kong are willing to accept new concepts but need recipes to copy. ParknShop is

keen to use guacamole as an example of a quick and easy recipe for avocado.

3.2.6 Marketing – branding and promotion

Major retail chains are highly active in conducting in store promotions, particularly for fresh produce

categories. This was particularly evident during store visits with a number of country of origin themed food

promotions running across the major chains.

In store cooking demonstrations are a popular method of promoting product categories, particularly in high

end retail outlets such as City’Super and Great Food Hall.

Key findings from retailers:

 All retailers indicated that receiving marketing support was vital to growing the market for avocados in

Hong Kong. In store demonstrations are seen as the most effective means of driving sales across food

categories.

 ParknShop is planning a promotion for avocados during the winter season (Christmas period). During

the summer season they have a strong focus on larger fruit and vegetable categories. Parknshop
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 Jusco undertakes regular promotions of avocados where product is discounted by up to 30%.

Promotional periods generally only last for one week. Jusco occasionally offers special discounts across

all fresh produce categories on Sundays. These discount periods generally only last for two hours.

 Large retail chains such as ParknShop and Wellcome are highly active in conducting in store

promotions, particularly for fresh produce categories. During the market visit, marketplace outlets

were running Italian food promotions, while Great Food Hall was running Australian and German food

promotions.

3.3 Supply chain findings – Food service operators

During the research, interviews were held with food service operators in Hong Kong. Representatives from

each of these businesses provided insight into their business operations, capabilities and buying

requirements for fresh avocados. A summary of their feedback is reported below.

3.3.1 Snapshot

There is a range of food service businesses operating in Hong Kong including hotels, restaurants, cafes, bars

and catering companies. These businesses are some of the main buyers and users of imported fresh

produce including avocados.

The hotel sector in Hong Kong provides a mix of both high tariff to medium tariff establishments that are

generally occupied by western and neighbouring tourists and business travellers. Many local and

international four star and five star hotel chains fall into this category, with their in house catering services

and restaurants using a range of fresh produce including avocados on their menus. Tsim Sha Tsui, Wan chai,

Causeway Bay, Yau Ma Tei, Admiralty, Hung Hom, Lantau, Kwai Tsing and Sha Tin are some of the most

concentrated hotel districts in Hong Kong.

Hong Kong’s diverse range of ethnic cultures and large expatriate population has seen the establishment of

western fast food restaurant franchises such as McDonalds (221 outlets), Burger King (15 outlets), KFC (68

outlets) and Pizza Hut (66 outlets). Outside of these leading International franchise chains, two companies

(Maxim’s Group and Café De Coral Group) dominate Hong Kong’s restaurant industry with a number of

restaurant concepts catering to both Asian and western consumers. Table 3 illustrates the capacity of some

of the major food service businesses in Hong Kong.

Table 3 – Capacity of leading food service businesses in Hong Kong (2011)

Company name Major business concepts Estimated number of outlets

Maxim’s Group Ltd Maxim’s Cakes

Arome Bakery

Genki Sushi

Max Concepts

J Concepts

Mix

100

50

34

60

30

9 600

Café De Coral Holdings Ltd Café De Coral

New Asia Dabao

Manchu Wok

Oliver’s Super Sandwiches

Spaghetti House

Bravo Le Café

Super Super Congee and Noodles

Bistro M

Asia Pacific Catering

120

75

200

22

25

10

10

10

1 540

McDonalds 221

Starbucks 109

Fairwood 98

Pacific Coffee 89

Kentucky Fried Chicken 68
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Pizza Hut 66

Yoshinoya 48

Deli France 36

Ajisen Ramen 32

Igor’s Group 31

Epicurean 25

Steak Expert 24

Pizza Box 15

Burger King 15

Mrs Fields Cookies 13

Pie and Tart Specialists 12

Pret a Manger 11

Note: Companies highlighted in grey were engaged during the market visit

Source: Food and Agribusiness Trade & Investment Queensland (Market research interviews)

Maxim’s Group owns and operates a series of restaurant and café chains including Café Landmark, Miso,

Kiku, Thai Basil, Rice Paper, Simply Thai, Eating Plus, Arome Bakery and Maxim’s Cakes. Similarly, Café De

Coral Group operates Café de Coral, Manchu Wok, Oliver’s Super Sandwiches, Mix, Spaghetti House, Bravo

le Café, Super Super Congee and Noodles, Bistro M and Ah Yee Leng Tong.

Other independently owned Asian franchises in Hong Kong include Ajisen Ramen, Genki Sushi and

Yoshinoya, each with over 30 outlets. Hong Kong also offers a mix of independent restaurants serving

Asian, American and international cuisine or a fusion of these cooking styles.

The coffee shop market also continues to grow in commercial areas. The two largest chains are Starbucks

operating 109 outlets and Pacific Coffee operating 89 outlets. These outlets offer basic food menus

including pastries and sandwiches.

Several key businesses dominate the provision of catering services to schools, hospitals, restaurants, hotels,

airlines and cruise ships in Hong Kong. They include Gastro Primo Ltd, Maxim’s Group, Miramar Group and

Delicia Ltd. Cathay Pacific Catering, LSG Lufthansa Catering and Gate Gourmet Catering are three

companies which supply specifically to Hong Kong’s major airline carriers.

3.3.2 Procurement and use

The major food service businesses interviewed purchase the bulk of their avocado supply through

importer distributors or wholesale distributors based at Hong Kong’s major fresh produce markets. Hass is

the main variety being purchased by these companies and is generally purchased in a semi ripened or

ready to eat state.

Product from United States, South America and South Africa is being supplied into the food service sector

because food service buyers are highly price conscious, and product supplied by these countries is often

available at a lower cost than Australian or New Zealand avocados. These businesses are each currently

purchasing approximately 10 20 cartons weekly.

3.3.3 Product requirements and preferences – variety, ripeness, size, quality and packaging

The major food service businesses stated that their primary preference is for semi ripe or fully ripe

avocados. The level of ripeness required often varies across these businesses and is often influenced by

menu planning (for restaurants) and catering contracts (for hotels, airlines and cruise ships). Variety, size,

origin and external appearance of fruit are less critical requirements for these buyers and they are generally

satisfied with supply of what is available from their primary suppliers.

3.3.4 Logistics – storage, product handling, ripening and transportation

The major catering businesses are typically not following best practice storage and ripening guidelines for

avocados, leaving product at ambient room temperature for ripening (around 30°C at high humidity as

opposed to the recommended 16 20°C). Food service chains engaged are storing their semi ripe/ripe

avocados at 5 degrees to prolong the life of product once it has been delivered from their suppliers.
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Catering businesses typically handle their own distribution while food service chains tend to rely on their

major suppliers for distribution of avocados to their individual outlets.

3.4 Avocado supply chain map

Avocados are imported by Hong Kong’s major fresh produce importers and distributed into wholesale,

retail and food service sectors in Hong Kong. A portion of imported avocados are also re exported to

mainland China and Macao. Figure 5 illustrates a typical avocado export supply chain for the Hong Kong

avocado market. The most common distribution channels are highlighted using the think, full line, while

less common channels are highlighted using broken lines.

Figure 5 – A typical avocado export supply chain for the Hong Kong avocado market
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4.0 Market observations

4.1 Key findings from retail and food service observations

During the visit, market intelligence was gathered through general observations of the retail and food

service market and consumer purchases. Visits were undertaken to leading supermarket and department

store chains to obtain information on the availability of avocados as well as information pertaining to

pricing, quality and packaging of avocados. Retailers visited are listed in table 4. Key findings from

observations made are detailed:

 Avocados were found available predominately in mid high end retail supermarkets and department

stores. Low end retail outlets and retail vendors at wet markets did not sell avocados. Hass was the

only avocado variety identified at outlets visited. Organic Hass avocados were also available in the

market.

 Avocados were mostly displayed loose in baskets located in aisle counters but some outlets displayed

avocados in the chiller (both hard green and conditioned) to prolong shelf life. This was seen in several

retail chains including Sogo and Jusco department stores.

 Avocados were found to be sold pre packaged as well as loose in retail supermarkets. The majority of

product was typically displayed loose in aisle displays or in refrigerated cabinets, with labelling detailing

country of origin. Limited pre packaged product was available.

 Country of origin labelling was prominent in retail supermarkets and department stores. Some country

of origin labelling at point of sale was inaccurate with retail labels conflicting with branding (stickers) on

avocados displayed.

 Avocados were generally found hard green, although some high end retail stores (Great and City’Super)

did offer hard green and ready to eat product as well as organic avocados.

 Avocados were marketed effectively at high end retail outlets with both hard green and ready to eat

product available—catering to Chinese as well as western consumers.

 Coliman (supplied by Mexico), Natures Partner (supplied by United States) and Katope (supplied by

South Africa) were the major competing avocado brands identified in retail outlets. Coliman was the

dominant brand in the market during the May/June period. Unbranded product was also identified

from Hawaii, Chile, Australia and Mexico.

 Based on observations at retail outlets across mid high end segments of the market, the retail price of

avocados ranged from HKD 11.80 – 42.80 / piece. The majority of mid upper tier outlets retailed

avocados (non organic) between HKD 11.80 – $15.90 / piece while one high end outlet (Great Food

Hall) priced avocados significantly higher than competing chains (between $24.80 – $42.80 HKD/piece).

Note: avocados retailing at Great were larger, with conditioned product available.

 Large retail chains (ParknShop, Wellcome, City’Super and Jusco) are highly active in conducting in store

promotions, particularly for fresh produce categories. During the market visit, marketplace outlets

were running an Italian food promotion, while Great Food Hall was running Australian and German

food promotions.

 Avocados were used in food service predominately by hotel, restaurant, coffee shop, sandwich bar and

juice bar operators. Avocados were incorporated into menus in a variety of styles. Some popular ways

of consuming avocados included drinks, salads, sushi and guacamole.
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Table 4 – Retail outlets visited in Hong Kong supplying avocados

Demographic Retail chains Summary of avocados assessed

Low mid Wellcome – Supermarket chain with over 250

stores in Hong Kong. Avocados were assessed

from stores located at Kowloon, Tsim Sha Tsui

and Causeway Bay

Australian Hass and Mexican Hass (Coliman)

avocados displayed in the chiller, retailing at

HKD 12.50/piece (approximately AUD $1.55

/piece)

Marketplace – Specialty supermarket chain

owned by Wellcome with two stores in Hong

Kong. Avocados were assessed from the stores

located at Kowloon and Mong Kok

Australian Hass (Auspak) and Mexican Hass

(Coliman) avocados displayed in the chiller,

retailing at HKD 12.50/piece (approximately

AUD $1.55/piece)

Taste – Specialty supermarket chain owned by

ParknShop with three stores in Hong Kong.

Avocados were assessed from the store

located at Stanley

Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados displayed in

the centre aisle, retailing at HKD 15.90/piece

(approximately AUD $2.00/piece)

Vole – Specialty supermarket owned by China

Resources Vanguard with only one store in

Hong Kong located in Wan chai. Vole target

mid upper demographics

Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados retailing at

HKD 13.00/piece (approximately AUD $1.60

/piece)

Jusco – Department store chain with nine

stores in Hong Kong. Avocados were assessed

from the Whompoa store

Australian Hass avocados displayed in the

chiller, retailing at HKD 11.90/piece

(approximately AUD $1.50/piece)

Mid high

Sogo – Department store chain with two

stores in Hong Kong. Avocados were assessed

from stores located at Tsim Sha Tsui and

Causeway Bay

Australian Hass and Mexican Hass (Coliman)

avocados displayed together in the chiller,

retailing at HKD 11.80/piece (approximately

AUD $1.50/piece)

Great Food Hall – Up market supermarket

owned by ParknShop with one store in Hong

Kong located in the basement level of Seibu

Department Store, ‘Pacific Place – Admiralty’

Large Australian and US Hass avocados

displayed in the centre aisle, retailing between

HKD 22.80–$42.80/piece (approximately AUD

$2.85–$5.35/piece)

Three Sixty – Up market supermarket chain

owned by Wellcome, with two stores in Hong

Kong. Avocados were assessed from the store

located at ‘The Landmark – Central’

Mexican Hass avocados (unbranded) displayed

loose in cane baskets, retailing at HKD 12.50

/piece (approximately AUD $1.55/piece)

US organic Hass avocados (Natures Partner

Organic), retailing at HKD 18.00/piece

(approximately AUD $2.25/piece)

High

City’Super – Up market supermarket chain

with four stores in Hong Kong. Avocados were

assessed from stores located in ‘Time Square –

Causeway Bay’ and ‘Harbour City’

Australian avocados displayed in wooden bins,

retailing at HKD 13.00/piece (approximately

AUD $1.60/piece.

US and Hawaii organic avocados packaged in

clear plastic film bags, retailing at HKD

26.00/piece and HKD 30.00/piece respectively

(approximately AUD $3.25–$3.75 /piece).

Source: Food and Agribusiness Trade & Investment Queensland
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4.1.1 Low mid tier outlets – product availability, pricing and packaging

ParknShop Superstore, ParknShop International and Wellcome Superstore branded outlets target low mid

demographics and offer a selection of imported goods as well as Chinese food products and fresh produce.

These outlets stocked avocados predominately from Australia and Mexico.

Wellcome superstore – retailing avocados from Australia and Mexico

Australian Hass and Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados displayed together in the chiller, retailing at HKD 12.50/piece

(approximately AUD $1.55/piece)
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4.1.2 Mid high end outlets – product availability, pricing and packaging

Marketplace, Taste and Vole supermarkets and Jusco and Sogo department stores target mid upper

demographics and offer a wide range of imported goods as well as Chinese food products and fresh

produce. These outlets stocked avocados predominately from Australia and Mexico.

Marketplace (owned by Wellcome) – retailing avocados from Australia and Mexico

Australian Hass and Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados displayed together in the chiller, retailing at HKD 12.50 /piece

(approximately AUD $1.55/piece)
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Taste (owned by ParknShop) – retailing avocados fromMexico

Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados displayed in the centre aisle, retailing at HKD 15.90/piece (approximately AUD

$2.00/piece)
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Vole (owned by Chinese Vanguard Resources) – retailing avocados from Mexico

Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados retailing at HKD 13.00/piece (approximately AUD $1.60/piece)

Note: Two Coliman branded pieces were clearly over ripe and unsuitable for sale while hard green avocados at the

base of the carton were not branded with Coliman stickers (suggesting that country of origin labelling may not be

entirely accurate)
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Jusco (owned by Aeon Group) – retailing avocados from Australia

Australian Hass avocados displayed in the chiller, retailing at HKD 11.90/piece (approximately AUD $1.50/piece)
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Sogo (Freshmart) – retailing avocados from Australia and Mexico

Australian Hass and Mexican Hass (Coliman) avocados displayed together in the chiller, retailing at HKD 11.80

/piece (approximately AUD $1.50/piece)

Note: No country of origin labelling at point of sale but some Australian avocados were branded with the

‘Australian heart foundation’ sticker
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4.1.3 High end outlets – product availability, pricing and packaging

Great, City’Super and Three Sixty supermarkets target upper demographics and offer a range of imported

products; it is less common to find Chinese produce or food products in these stores. These outlets stocked

avocados predominately from Australia, Mexico and Unite States.

Great Food Hall (owned by ParknShop) – retailing avocados from Australia and the United States

Large Australian Hass avocados (Lankester) count 18–20 (unbranded) displayed in the centre aisle, retailing between

HKD 22.80–42.80/piece (approximately AUD $2.85–$5.35/piece)—depending on weight and level of ripeness

Signage indicated US avocados were also being retailed between HKD 33.80–42.80/piece (approximately AUD $4.10–

$5.35/piece)—depending on weight and level of ripeness
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City’Super – retailing avocados from Australia, United States and Hawaii

Australian avocados displayed in wooden bins, retailing at HKD 13.00/piece (approximately AUD $1.60/piece

Note: Country of origin labelling was inaccurate with the point of sale price label indicating avocados were from Chile

US and Hawaii organic avocados packaged in clear plastic film bags, retailing at HKD $26.00/piece and $30.00

HKD/piece respectively (approximately AUD $3.25– $3.75/piece).
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City’Super

In store signage at point of sale providing tips to customers in determining level of ripeness
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Three Sixty – retailing avocados from Mexico and United States

Mexican avocados (unbranded) beginning to show some colour

(Left bottom)Mexican Hass avocados (unbranded) displayed loose in cane baskets, retailing at HKD 12.50/piece

(approximately AUD $1.55/piece (Left top) US organic Hass avocados (Natures Partner Organic), retailing at HKD

$18.00/piece (approximately AUD $2.25/piece) (Right) Natures Partner Organic – California Avocados
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4.1.3 Food service outlets – product availability, pricing and packaging

Independent juice bar – using avocados fromMexico

A juice bar in Kowloon, Hong Kong, with avocado juice on the menu illustrates the popular use of avocados in drinks.

At this particular outlet, avocado juice retailed for HKD 15 (approximately AUD $1.80)

Note:Mexican (Coliman) avocados were being sourced by this juice bar suggesting that cheaper Mexican product is

predominately sourced by food service businesses
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4.2 Key findings from wholesale observations

During the visit, market intelligence was also gathered through general observations of wholesale markets.

Visits were undertaken to Hong Kong’s major fresh produce wholesale markets to obtain information on

the availability of avocados as well as information pertaining to pricing, quality and packaging of avocados.

Wholesale markets visited where avocados were found to be available include the Yau Mau Tei fresh fruit

market (Kowloon) and the Western Wholesale Market (Hong Kong Island). Key findings from observations

made are detailed:

 South African Hass avocados (Katope) and Australian Hass avocados (Auspak) were the only two

avocado brands identified at Hong Kong’s wholesale markets. Avocados from Mexico and United States

(which are also major suppliers during the May to June period) where not identified at wholesale

markets.

 South African Hass avocados (Katope) were identified at the Western Wholesale Market while both

Katope and Auspak avocados were identified at the Yau Ma Tei Wholesale Market. Katope avocados

were only identifiable by branding on cartons (fruit was not branded). Only small volumes of Auspak

product were identified at the wholesale market in Yau Ma Tei.

 A larger volume of South African product appeared to be entering the wholesale distribution channel in

comparison to Australian product. As Hong Kong’s food service buyers are highly price conscious, this

suggests that South African product is being imported and distributed at lower prices to competing

brands Coliman and Auspak which were more prominent in retail supermarkets.

4.2.1 Western Wholesale Market – avocados available from South Africa

Class 1 South African Hass avocados (count 20 22) supplied by Univeg Katope South Africa.
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Hard green and semi coloured Hass avocados from South Africa

Note: Labelling on carton recommends avocados to be stored at 5.5° C and ripened at 18° C

4.2.2 Yau Ma Tei Wholesale Market – avocados available from South Africa and Australia

Australian Hass avocados (count 30)

Note: Labelling on carton recommends avocados to be stored at 5° C and ripened at 18° C.
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Australian avocados supplied hard green to wholesalers

Evidence of poor handling of avocados through the supply chain
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5.0 Conclusion

Although avocados are not part of the traditional Chinese diet, avocado consumption in Hong Kong is

steadily increasing, importing close to 2000 tonnes in 2010. Imports from all countries have grown over the

past five years, with South Africa and Mexico emerging as the leading suppliers. Australia’s exports to Hong

Kong have also increased substantially from a low base of 140 tonnes in 2007 to more than 310 tonnes in

2010 and now holds 16% market share.

South Africa produces in the same seasonal supply window as Australia and is therefore the main

competitor. While Australian product is sold mainly through the retail sector, South African product, thanks

to its lower pricing, is sold predominantly to the food service sector. This is slowly changing as more South

African product is appearing in the wholesale markets.

Hass is the preferred avocado variety demanded by consumers. Green varieties such as Sheppard and

Fuerte are not popular as consumers find it hard to determine ripeness. Avocados are typically consumed

by expatriate consumers. Chinese consumers are not familiar with ways of cooking avocados, and tend to

consume the product mainly when eating out or when entertaining. Their lack of knowledge is a deterrent

to increased consumption in the market.

Avocados are seen as a gourmet item sold predominantly in mid high end retail outlets. Branding is

becoming increasingly popular at the shop level. The dominant competing avocado brand is Coliman

supplied from Mexico. Product is mostly displayed loose and sold by unit. Avocados are commonly sold at

retail for HKD10–13 per unit. Australian avocados are price competitive selling at retail stores for around

AUD1.60 per piece, compared to branded Mexican avocados selling for AUD1.50 per piece and US organic

avocados selling for AUD2.25 per piece.

Avocado import and distribution in Hong Kong is dominated by one player, handling 80–90% of imported

avocados. The company has the ability to store, ripen and distribute large volumes of avocados. It even has

its own ethylene ripening room. This company is the main supplier to major supermarket chains such as

ParknShop, Wellcome, City’Super and Jusco. It also services the wholesalers market and the food service

industry.

Other distributors carry smaller quantities of avocados and supply mainly to the restaurant and hotel trade.

As these companies have limited storage capacity, they tend to purchase avocados at later stages of

ripening. They usually source product from the wholesale market and are not commonly engaged in direct

imports. The main clientele of these distributors is the service industry. Their avocado supplies commonly

come from South Africa as product is imported at lower prices than Mexican or Australian product.

Wholesale prices range from HKD 200 to HKD 280 per 5 kg carton. Conditioned fruit is generally marked up

by 30%. Retailers prefer the fruit to be hard green or rubbery green (stages one or two of ripeness). Retail

outlets prefer small sized fruit (count 30) packaged in 5 kg cartons. Although there is a preference for

blemish free fruit, there is some degree of acceptance for some imperfections in the appearance of the

fruit. The retail mark up ranges from 40% to 60%. Prices remain relatively stable during the year, with

distributers managing supply according to availability and country of origin. Retail outlets rarely choose the

country of origin or brand they stock in their stores.

Limited promotion of avocados has been undertaken at the wholesale and/or retail level. There is a need

for importers and suppliers to engage in greater promotion of health attribute, particularly to rebuff the

belief that avocados are unusually high in fat. Retailers have asked for assistance in promotion.

Importers perceive Australian product as being of high quality but high priced compared to competitors.

The high Australian dollar is also starting to affect prices as avocados from Mexico and the United States

are traded on US currency at a favourable exchange rate.

In conclusion, even though avocados are not part of the typical Chinese diet, consumption is slowly gaining

momentum. Australia is well placed to tap into this shift in consumption and gain a greater market share in

the Hong Kong market. It produces the Hass variety preferred by all in the value chain, it is considered of

good quality and it is geographically closer to the market.

However, significant challenges still exist. Countries like Mexico and South Africa have lower production

costs than Australia and are able to market aggressively to maintain and gain market share. The high
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Australian dollar is also affecting the price competitiveness of Australian exporters. Furthermore,

relationships along the supply chain are still in their early stages and loyalties can be easily shifted,

therefore emphasis needs to be placed on strengthening new and existing business relationships.
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6.0 Recommendations

The following recommendations are provided to continue expanding exports into Hong Kong:

 Consolidate business relationships with key distributors by:

o organising site visits for Hong Kong supply chain members to Australian avocado farms

o visiting the Hong Kong marketplace to promote relationships along the value chain

o responding to strategic movements of competitors particularly South African and South American

suppliers.

 Provide product that meets market requirements by:

o ensuring that avocadoes meet buyer requirements in terms of quality, ripeness and size

o developing a feedback mechanism to record fruit quality and specification after each shipment.

 Improve price competitiveness by:

o exploring options for supplying avocados by sea freight to further reduce costs.

 Engage with Hong Kong consumers by:

o developing promotional material that can be used by the Hong Kong supply chain when engaging

with consumers

o planning for in store marketing activities in conjunction with importer, distributor and retailer

o promoting health attributes of avocados and dispelling the notion that avocadoes are extremely

high in fat.

 Work strategically with government and industry to improve business relationships by:

o coordinating marketing efforts with Australian suppliers to lift the profile of Australian avocados in

the Hong Kong market

o obtaining support from government agencies to assist with communication and marketing activities

targeted to the Hong Kong market.
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7.0 Source materials

 Export Market Intelligence Project: MT10022 – ABS data, HAL analysis  

 ABS Foreign Trade (2011)

 Hong Kong Trade Statistics Office (2011)
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Appendix 1 Avocado market research questionnaire (importers and wholesalers)

Name of company:

Contact person:

Business type:

Importer Wholesaler Other specify

Section 1 – General

1. Do you trade the full range of fruits and vegetables or is your business a specialist operation? If specialist, what is

your product focus?

2. Who are your main customers buying produce?

Supermarket retailers Independent/niche retailers Food service businesses

Importers abroad (re export) Wholesalers

3. What is the percentage breakdown of sales to your major customers?

4. Do you trade local and/or imported fruits?

Local Import Both (local and imported)

5. From which countries are you currently importing fruit?

Country Fruit/Variety

6. Are there any fresh produce categories that you would be interested in sourcing from Australia?

7. What kind of challenges and issues have you faced with your current suppliers?

Section 2 – Procurement

8. Do you currently trade avocados? Yes No

9. From which countries are you currently importing avocados/tomatoes?

Country Variety Volumes per week Price

10. How are your imported avocados packaged?

11. Do you purchase avocados packaged in:

5 kg (Single layer trays) 10 kg (Bulk cartons) Both
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12. Have you sourced Australian avocados before?

Yes No

If yes specify variety:

Specify where have you sourced product from in Australia? Which growers/exporters ?

13. Who do you sell avocados to? What segments?

14. What variety of avocados do your customers prefer? Why?

15. When compared to other imported avocados/tomatoes, how do you think Australian avocados/tomatoes

compare (price, quality, acceptance, availability)?

 

Section 3 – Product preferences

16. What are your current preferences for avocado quality?

Fruit size

Firmness – firm, sprung, soft

Colour stage – forest green, slightly coloured, fully coloured

Shape – elongated, round, misshapen

Skin blemish – sunburn, brown marks, rots, bruises – how much

allowed?

Packaging – stickers, trays, bulk packs, bagged

17. How much shelf life do your customers require for avocados?

Section 4 – Logistics

18. How are your imported avocado consignments freighted?

Airfreight Sea freight

19. What is the length of journey from other markets of supply?

20. What happens upon receiving product (inspection, temperature check)?

 

21. What type of facilities do you store avocados in?

22. Do you ripen your avocados (temperature, ethylene concentration)? If yes how?

23. What temperatures do you store your avocados at?

24. How long do you store avocados before despatch to your customers?

25. How do you transport product to your customers?

 

Section 5 – Market development support

26. What type of marketing/promotional support would you like to receive to assist in growing the market for

Australian avocados?

27. Would you be interested in receiving avocado handling training?

28. Do you see opportunity for further growth in the avocado market?

29. What activities do you think would help in growing the market for avocados i.e. promotional activities, media

events?
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Avocado market research questionnaire (retailers and food service)

Name of person & business interviewed:

Business type:

Retail chain Retail (specialty) Food service Other

Section 1 – General

1. Do you sell/use all types of fruits and vegetables in your business?

2. Do you currently retail/use avocados Yes No

3. From where do you currently source avocados?

4. What variety(s) are you currently handling/using?

5. Who are your current preferred suppliers of avocados? Why?

6. What do you look for from a fresh produce supplier i.e. quality, competitive pricing, supply consistency, range of

variety?

7. Are there any other fresh fruit and vegetables that you would be interested in sourcing from Australia?

8. What variety/s do your customers prefer? Why?

9. What quantity of avocados do you sell/use weekly?

10. What are the approximate avocado retail price points throughout the year? Specify lowest point and highest

point.

11. What is the optimum price you can sell avocados at?

Section 2 – Australian Avocados

12. Are you aware of varieties grown in Australia? Yes No

a) If yes specify variety:

b) Do you have any varietal preferences? Why?

13. Have you sourced any Australian avocado varieties before? Yes No

14. When compared to other imported avocados (New Zealand, South Africa, Mexico) how do you think Australian

avocados compare (price, quality, consistency, acceptance, availability)?

Section 3 – Product specifications

15. What are your current preferences for avocado/tomato quality?

Fruit size

Firmness (level of ripeness) – firm, sprung, soft

Colour stage

Shape – elongated, round, misshapen

Skin blemish – sunburn, brown marks, rots, bruises how much

allowed?

Product packaging (fruit stickers, bagged, trays, bulk packs)
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16. How do you manage complaints/returns from your customers?

17. How much shelf life do you require for avocados?

Section 4 – Logistics

18. What happens upon receiving product (e.g. inspection, temperature check)?

19. How often do you receive avocados from your suppliers (daily, weekly)?

20. How do you store avocados upon receiving orders?

21. What temperatures do you store your avocados at?

22. How long do you hold avocados at your retail stores?

 

Section 5 – Consumer

23. What are your customer demographics (in percentages)? (Housewives, older people, office workers, expatriates).

24. What is the general level of consumer demand for avocados throughout the year (do people buy all year round or

for special purposes)?

25. Why does the average consumer purchase avocados and for what purpose (e.g. prompt for flavour, health

attributes, salads, cooked dishes)?

Section 6 – Marketing and business strategies

26. What type of marketing/promotional support would you like to receive to assist in growing the avocado market?

27. Would you be interested in receiving avocado handling training/information?

28. What is the key benefit of doing business with your existing suppliers and category partners?

29. What are the key challenges and issues you have faced with your current suppliers?

30. Do you see opportunity for further growth in the avocado market?

31. What strategies/activities do you think would help in growing the market for avocados. e.g. promotional activities

carried out by the exporter?
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Appendix 2 – Summary of companies interviewed

Importers/distributors Retailers – Supermarkets

and department stores

Food service – Food

catering businesses

Food service – Restaurant

and cafe chains/outlets

Wing Kee Produce Ltd

www.wingkee.com

Leading HK importer and

distributor servicing the

food service and retail

markets

ParknShop

www.parknshop.com

Large retail chain of

various stores in Hong

Kong. ParknShop is their

third tier supermarket

focussed on the low end

of the market

Maxim’s Group Ltd

www.maxims.com.hk

Major food service

business with many

different outlet brands

including fast food

restaurants and catering

Pret A Manger

www.pret.com.hk

High end sandwich bar

type chain with gourmet

convenience food

available

Ming Kee Chan Ltd

www.mkc.com.hk

Leading HK importer and

distributor servicing the

food service and retail

markets

Great

www.greatfoodhall.com

Premium retail shop in

Hong Kong with the best

quality imported products

available (one store only)

Gastro Primo Ltd

www.gastroprimo.com

Manufacturer of fresh cut

salads, vegetables and

drinks for retail and food

service users

Cafe De Coral

www.cafedecoral.com

Chain of more than 100

fast food restaurants in

Hong Kong including

Oliver’s Super Sandwich

and Spaghetti House

ETAK Ltd

www.etak.com.hk

Leading HK importer and

distributor servicing the

food service and retail

markets

Wellcome

www.wellcome.com.hk

Part of the Dairy Farmers

company and a major

retail chain in Hong Kong

Fusion Gourmet

www.fusion gourmet.com

One off deli, gourmet

market and restaurant

catering to premium end

of the market

Chef's Garden Ltd

www.chefsgarden.net

Importer and distributor

of fresh produce and food

and beverage products to

retail and food service

trade

Jusco www.jusco.com.hk

Retail chain of department

stores in Hong Kong

City’Super

www.citysuper.com.hk

High end retailer with four

supermarkets in Hong

Kong
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Appendix 3 – Statistical data tables

Figure 1 – Major suppliers of avocados to Hong Kong by volume (Kg) from 2004–2010

Supplier 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

New Zealand 19,051 2,983 4701.00 42,927 26,847 70,578 11,119

United States 292,708.00 204,247 95,136 254 33,125 29452 257,273

Chile 13,050.00 0 0 0 86,068 106,048 271,108

Mexico 39,456.00 260,336 491,454 454,724 401,088 489,880 414,346

South Africa 124,994.00 471,480 228,160 630,398 229,166 356,640 692009

Australia 116,416.00 76,069 92,270 140,788 173,280 218,289 311,099

Source: MT10022 (Export Market Intelligence project) – ABS data, HAL analysis

Figure 2 Market share of major country suppliers to Hong Kong in 2010 based on volume exported (Kg)

Supplier Volume (Kg)

New Zealand 11,119

United States 257,273

Chile 271,108

Mexico 414,346

South Africa 692,009

Australia 311,099
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Source: ABS Foreign Trade (2011)

Figure 3 – Monthly imports of avocado by major country suppliers (January 2009 to December 2009)

2009 United States Chile Mexico South Africa Australia New Zealand

January 12,480 20160 37,440 2,191 1,528

February 12,480 60,920 15,543

March 56 83,200 95,985 1,344

April 63,856 48,800 9,485

May 4,300 57,200 48,600 18,079

June 44,352 69,771

July 70,236 27,930

August 17,600 46,476 32,208 2,820

September 21,120 56,000 18,023 1,900

October 136 20,480 18,657 17,865

November 43,424 75,584 4,611 15,048

December 21,344 17,600 1,110 32,945

Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics Office (2011)

Figure 4 – Monthly imports of avocado by major country suppliers (January 2010 to December 2010)

Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics Office (2011)

2010 United States Chile Mexico South Africa Australia New Zealand

January 21,334 40,480 660 4,062

February 99,440 488

March 1,244 35,200 146,463 360

April 5,281 95,040 72,900 10,417

May 43,907 54,586 73,454 12,601

June 41,986 126,748 66,210 7,057

July 50,682 141,116 45,226

August 61,553 71,496 60,566

September 38,251 42,688 49,140 52,055

October 6,360 43,387 10,692 24,776

November 4,486 122,867 19,200 22,575

December 3,523 40,832 70,400 15,165
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